Levelok Permanent Mount Ladder Leveling System: Specifications

**Standards Compliance** - Meets all ANSI and OSHA requirements for Portable Ladders and/or Ladder Accessories, up to Type 1AA, 375 pound duty rating.

**Ladder Compatibility** - Fits most aluminum, fiberglass and wood, extension, combination, articulating and sectional ladders.

**Installation Method** - Attaches to ladder rail with 3, 5/16” diameter, pre-installed, mounting bolts, fender washers and nylon locking nuts. Drill template included in retail kits.

**Bolt Spacing** – 4-1/2” on center

**Leveler Outer and Inner Leg** – Aircraft Aluminum; Anodized

**Locking System** - Stainless steel, double-row ratcheting system, adjusts up to 10” in 3/16" increments.

**Safety Lock** – Fully Automatic, Stainless steel, Back-up Safety Lock. Automatically deploys when weight is placed on the ladder / leveler / shoe assembly.

**Weight of Ladder Leveler** - 4 pounds, 13 oz.

**Dimensions:** Leveler in Fully Retracted Position - 19.5” x 3.25” x 2.25”

**Dimensions:** Leveler in Fully Extended Position - 29.5” x 3.25” x 2.25”

**Warranty** – 2 years; Parts and labor for manufacturing defects.

**Packaging options:**

1.) **Retail Leveler Kit**: Model LL-STB-1AL, SL: 2 Ladder Levelers, Template, Hardware kit (for installation on ladders, up to and including a Type 1AA) Instruction manual. Retail, mailer carton. AL=Standard bolt length. SL=Long Bolt Length.

2.) **Levelers in Bulk Pkg**: Model LL-STB-1Bulk, XLB: 2 Ladder Levelers with washers and locknuts only. Bulk packaged. 1Bulk=Standard Bolt Length. XLB=Extra Long Bolt Length.